
CHOOSING FRIENDS AND WHY IT MATTERS

Why Choosing Our Friends Wisely Matters. It has been said that we are the average of the 5 friends we associate with
the most. I am a big believer in this adage.

Choose friends who can bring balance in areas where you are weaker. Embrace the habits that improve you.
Having a wide circle of friends is perfectly OK, but most people spend the majority of their time with a small
minority of this group. That is important. Friends with similar interests simply make life more fun. For
insights into these questions, here are some scientific explanations on how the people around us influence who
we are â€” and why we should choose your friends wisely surround ourselves with stellar people. Choose a
Friend Who Gets Your Faith is Important Your faith is important to you, so why choose a friend who puts it
down at every chance they get? It feels good to be accepted by others and is easier to go along with the crowd
than against it. Can you call any of them your purpose partners? It is likely that your income level is in the
same range as that of your closest friends. They will be genuinely happy to see you succeed and be the first to
say "congratulations! Choose friends who will celebrate your success. Choose friends with similar values. It is
our actions, which speaks louder than words. But be careful while doing that. Whether it's sports, music,
performing arts or food, when you share interests, you can get out and do things together. Wrong friends can
cause you to be counter-productive A toxic friend is a serious threat to your success. Too many connections on
social media may increase your stress level. Some common signs of a good friend include; their unconditional
support, non-judgment, trustworthiness, sensitivity about our feelings, no put downs, kindness and respect,
someone who love us out of choice not out of compulsion, someone who enjoy our company and vice versa,
loyalty, telling us the truth even when it is difficult to do so, someone who laughs with us, they stick around in
all circumstances, someone who gladdens our hearts and makes us smile, and most importantly someone who
is always present and willing to listen to us. It is important to keep in mind that our closest friends do not
necessarily have to share every single goal and value that we have. We sometimes disagree on matters. And if
so, why? It gives you things to talk about or share.


